
LE REPORTER PHOTO BLACK SAFRAN
Shoulder bag for SLR camera

REF : BE-100989

EAN : 3700313910115

EXISTE EM : PRETO

DESCRIÇÃO :

Distinctive, urban and contemporary design featuring waterproof coated canvas

Photo Safari

The biggest of the three photo bags in LE reporter family, LE reporter Photo is your companion to carry a mid-range or semi-

professional SLR with additional lens and more items such as a flash unit.

Its flap secured with velcro keeps your camera reachable in a blink, the neoprene organizer just above is the perfect feature

to slide in the lens cap or get your spare battery, while the mesh pocket above stores your microfiber cloth or other

accessory.

The main compartment is covered with soft fleece that allows the three dividers to get rearranged freely. And two gussets

keep your gear inside and most of the weather outside of i

PONTOS FORTES :

Waterproof coating

Soft fleece lining with 3 repositionable separators

Neoprene organizer to store and protect small items

Full width mesh pocket for quick visual information and easy access to accessories

Hi quality nylon shoulder strap

Padded and anti-slipery shoulder pad

Hi density paddings to protect your gear from everyday shocks, from 4 to 8 mm thick!

Webbing additions on sides to attach external accessories

Front zipped pocket on flap and another on the front panel of bag

Additional zipped pocket on back side of the bag

CARACTERÍSTICAS :

Water resistant 12 onces canvas with PVC waterproof coating

Soft fleece lining with 3 repositionable separators

soft and firm gussets to improve closing of bag on the sides of the main compartment



Heavy-duty metal hardware

Inside dimensions : 245 x 115 x 200 - 9.65 x 4.53 x 7.87''

Outside dimensions : 270 x 130 x 220 mm / 10.63 x 5.12 x 8.66''

Weight: 750g


